
Made to Last the Lifespan of 
Any Car Lift

E3.7K3H2
Hydraulic Power Units
SKU# 5585320
8.5 Gal Reservoir, 2,400 PRV, 2.5 HP Motor, 208-230V / 
50-60 Hz / 1 Ph, UL/ETL Listed

Questions? Contact BendPak’s Sales Team
sales@bendpak.com | 1-800-253-2363

Monday - Friday, 7AM to 4:30PM PST

We took our hydraulic power unit with the largest motor and 
redesigned an 8.5-gallon tank for it. More fluid means more 
pressure can be exerted counter to the weight of a heavy 
vehicle. The heaviest commercial trucks and SUVs that our 
car lifts can handle can be serviced by this hydraulic power 
unit. Keep in mind, this particular unit’s 2,400 psi pressure 
relief valve is specially optimized to handle high-pressure 
situations, so you’re always covered when lifting.

Specifications
SKU# Model Reservoir PRV HP Cert

5585280 F2.1F3H1 3.6 gal 2,850 2.5 UL/ETL

5585285 E2.1F3H1 3.6 gal 2,650 2.5 UL/ETL

5585315 E0.8B8F1 1.6 gal 1,900 1.5 UL/ETL

5585320 E3.7K3H2 8.5 gal 2,400 2.5 UL/ETL

5585325 F3.2G3H1 4.2 gal 2,650 2.5 UL/ETL

5585435 E1.2B3F1 1.6 gal 2,500 1.5 CE

Features
 - High mechanical and volumetric efficiency
 - End head prepared for lift-hold-lower applications using 

our manual lowering valve or solenoid cartridge valves.
 - Totally enclosed motors are suitable for use in humid 

environments or dusty, contaminated atmospheres. UL 
Recognized AC electric motors feature heavy gauge steel 
frame and high-quality ball bearings.

 - Torque load remains constant throughout operation.
 - Heavy-duty start switches with a high IP-protection class 

and silver-plated contacts for a long service life.
 - Cartridge-style relief valves meet tough demands for 

dependability and life expectancy.
 - Minimum recommended temperature is -25ºC (-13ºF).
 - Maximum recommended temperature is +80ºC (+175ºF).
 - 12-months warranty
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